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To Whom It May Concern,
The Children Battling Cancer (CBC) Foundation and Fish to Make a Difference
partner to make a difference in the lives of children battling pediatric cancers. CBC
refers children diagnosed with pediatric cancers to the Fish to Make a Difference
Foundation for customized fishing trips designed to get their mind off cancer and
treatments. We believe a day out on the water allows the family for a bonding time and
opportunity to make good memories at a very difficult time.
We choose Fish To Make a Difference because FTMD included the entire family
in the experience. We feel strongly about supporting the siblings of these children in
their unique circumstance and Fish To Make a Difference allows for that.
Our CBC families are so grateful for these trips and we are grateful to FTMD
supporters that make it possible. We would like to share a few testimonies below.
“Fish to Make a Difference made a difference in my life at a very difficult time. I
was battling stage 3 cancer at age 9. Cancer took away my freedoms, friends and
fun. When FTMD offered to take my brothers and me fishing I was so excited. I
will never forget my fishing trip.” CJ, survivor
“I am very grateful for Fish to Make a Difference because when my brother was
diagnosed with cancer it affected the entire family. Even though he was the one
who was sick, I couldn’t go out much so I wouldn’t get him sick. A lot of
foundations offered to do special things for my brother but Fish to Make a
Difference included me and made me feel like they knew what I was going
through also.” Brett, sibling
As you can see, Fish To Make a Difference has made a difference in the lives of
these special children. We are very grateful to FTMD supporters.
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